ISLAM IN INDONESIA

LONG TERM PLAN 2016-2026

As the largest population Muslim country in the world, Indonesia has an active role in term of support to the sustainability actions. Muslim in Indonesia including their leaders has taking active part in supporting the positive program to achieve the sustainability supporting the government program and policy as well to the direct implementation and actions such as capacity building and community base action.

Indonesia is looking at what we are already doing and would like to expand the work, we also shared the indicate the possible SDGs that might the plans and to some degree wish list, for expansion.

We are open in for potential new partnerships for shared vision and collaboration for a better planet that can be strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development (Goal 17), through:

1. Indonesia will continue to work and carried out the Program for the 'The Greening the Hajj’ in Indonesia. We will work to scale the participant of green travel for hajj to endorse the hajj participant can act the Green Hajj Lifestyle. E.g. free of plastic bottles, energy efficiency, water conservation and carbon offset with planting trees. We will continue to introduce environmentally friendly initiatives over the next five to ten years to transform the Hajj into a recognised environmentally-friendly pilgrimage. The vision is that pilgrims on the Hajj will take back an understanding of care of creation as an act of faithfulness. Indonesia hajj (Pilgrimage) to Saudi Arabia is 280.000 hajj /year and follow by estimated 800.000-1.000.000 participants of umrah per year. (Goals: 6, 11, 15)

2. Continue to enhance and support the network of Indonesian Women for Water Sanitation and Higyene (IWWASH) (www.iwwash.net). IWWASH consist of 29 member of Muslim women organizations all over Indonesia. Working nationally and
regionally with relevant action to the issue of water conservation, sanitation and hygiene. IWWASH is an embodiment of what women can do for preserving the water, sanitation and hygiene—over all environmental care— that established in February 18th, 2015 in Jakarta IWWASH also can be a part of the global movement on WASH Programme. (Goals: 3, 5, 6, 11, 15, 16)

3. Establish a Pilot project for a 'green mosque' to showcase best practice, design in heating, light, water efficiency, etc. (Goals: 6, 11, 15, 16)

4. Continue focus on education with the emphasis of Education for Sustainable Development through the Islamic Boarding School and environment program (ekopesantren):
   a) Develop the network within the Islamic Boarding School on the Education for Sustainable Development: shared vision and lesson learning.
   b) Develop education material on Islam and the conservation of the environment that will enable the schools develop their actions base on the availability and resources;
   c) Develop educational materials for non-formal education (Goals: 3, 4, 6, 11)

5. Develop a guide for the sustainable green businesses in supporting the Islamic Green Banking as part of Islamic teaching practice. (Goals: 7, 8, 11)

6. Increase awareness to the wildlife and ecosystem in order to get more support of Muslim community at the surrounding of conservation or protected areas. Create tools that can be a long term support for enhancement people participation in protection the species as well as ecosystem. (Goals: 14, 15)

7. Set up collaboration or partnership in providing a special program in collaboration with the Muslim TV channel for Islam and Sustainable Development; (Goals: 16, 17)

8. Enabling Muslim Charity (National Council of Zakat) in Indonesia to contribute and support to the national program dealing with sustainable development goals. (Goals: 8, 11)